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TELEVISION, SATELLITE (India)


Suggests how Doordarshan can effectively counter the invasion of airwaves by foreign TV networks.


Evaluates how the advent of Satellite TV has changed the complexion of broadcasting in the country.

LiFI (Jamal). Meeting the challenge from skies. Tribune. 7 December 1992; 11.

Discusses how Doordarshan can meet the challenge from skies.

YADAVA (J.S.). Open skies for TV. Hindustan Times. 3 December 1992; 11.

Explains how the foreign broadcast via satellite has revolutionised the communication scene in India.

THEATRE, FESTIVAL, NATIONAL, Calcutta

If WISHES were horses....Asool Palekar speaks to Bhayander.

Hadkarni. Illustrated Weekly of India. 112 (50); 12 December 1992; 36-37.

Speaks about the Ninth Nandikar National Theatre festival held in Calcutta.
RADIO, FM (India)

MANNAN (M.A.)  FM radio: Sending mixed signals. *India Today*.
18 (6); 31 March 1993; 118-119.

Wrote about the FM service which was launched by AIR in 1977.

SATellite COMMUNICATION

BHUYAN (Serajul I).  Satellite communication and rural development in a changing Asia: Policy issues. *Media Asia*.
19 (4); 1992; 191-199, 216.
Analyses the impact of satellite technology and concerned policy issues in a changing Asia.

QUEERAI (Nora C).  Application of information and communication technology to development. *Media Asia*.
19 (4); 1992; 215-216.
Looks at high information and communication technology and discusses its impact on society.

TELEVISION (India)

MULLICK (Ashish).  Doordarshan trailing behind. *Indian Express*.
14 March 1993; 9.
Suggests how Doordarshan can meet the challenge posed by foreign networks.

SAKSENA (Gopal).  Meandering metres. *TV and Video World*.
16 (3); March 1993; 47-50.
Expresses the views of four senior media professionals on the state of the electronic media in the country.

TELEVISION AND WOMEN (India)

14 March; 1993; V (Magazine).
Comments on the portrayal of women in Doordarshan's programmes.
TELEVISION, METRO CHANNEL (India)

AGARWAL, Inder Pal Singh. Metro channel: To see or not to see. India Today. 18 (6); 31 March 1993; 136.

Gives a brief account of the metro channel whose start had difference of opinion between I & B bureaucrats and the Air Time committee of India (ATCT).

TELEVISION, PROGRAMS (India)

MONTAGUE. United Television: Investing in people. TV & Video World. 10 (3); March 1993; 30-34.

Gives an account of the programmes produced by United Television.

TELEVISION, SATELLITE

Akkaraju, Madhav. Satellite TV: The earth is the limit. TV & Video World. 10 (3); March 1993; 90-91.

Discusses how the satellite TV's multi-channel options have revolutionised the entertainment scene in India.

TELCHING TRENDS on satellite TV. Deccan Chronicle. 3 March 1993; 7.

In essence, from MRI/Burke's metro television survey, studying viewership habits in 14 cities to gauge who is watching what on satellite TV.

TELEVISION, SATELLITE, ZEE

Glynn, Margaret (Pem). Changing channels. Sunday Observer. 10 (10); 28 March 1993; 1 (Life).

Surveys the Zee TV programmes which are gaining popularity over other satellite networks.
STUDIES THE LONG-TERM IMPACT OF CABLE AND SATELLITE TV ON
SELF-IMAGE, ATTITUDES AND THINKING OF THE PEOPLE.

- BHAGAT (Shama). It's not so easy. TV & Video World. 17(9) (11);
November 1992; 34-41.

- CHACHHI (Vikram). Satellite TV advertising: Cocktails on the
dish. Financial Express. 18 October 1992; 1, 8 (Magazine
coverage).

- CHANDOK (Smita). Why is public TV & Video World. 9 (8);
August 1992; 32-34.

- DISIVA (Rensil). How to pounce. TV & Video World. 9 (2);
February 1992; 80-82.

- MILL (S.S). Doordarshan needs competition and the country a
privately run second channel. Pioneer. 21 September
1992; 7.

- MILL (S.S). Doordarshan needs competition and the country a
privately run second channel. Pioneer. 21 September
1992; 7.

- MILL (S.S). Doordarshan needs competition and the country a
privately run second channel. Pioneer. 21 September
1992; 7.

- MILL (S.S). Doordarshan needs competition and the country a
privately run second channel. Pioneer. 21 September
1992; 7.
**SATELLITE TV**

Expresses views on how to curb this growing exposure of foreign programmes in the country.

Finds out what is Doordarshan's response to the exponential growth of satellite television in the country.

JAYANTI (A.T). Invasion from the skies. *Sunday Observer.* 7 (34); 23 August 1992; 1.
Report on the new challenges posed by the STAR TV by introducing Zee TV and Asian television network, both in Hindi.

Evaluates how the advent of Satellite TV has changed the complexion of broadcasting in the country.

A brief account of TV ASIA, a satellite channel for Asians in Europe.

MAGIC IN the sky: India's response to the challenge of the di *Vidura.* 29 (3); September 1992; 4-21.
A discussion with media personalities on the scope of CNN and other television services and India's response to this challenge.

MERCHANT (Imran). Invasion from the sky? *TV and Video World.* 9 (10); October 1992; 25-27.
Report on the seminar on 'Invasion from the sky' organised by the Advertising Club, Bombay.
SATELLITE TV

MERCHANT (Imran). No news is bad news. TV & Video World. 9 (8); August 1992; 30-31.
Assesses the impact of satellite TV and discusses a few basic issues arising out of Government’s handling of this emerging competition.

MERCHANT (Imran). Switching Channels. TV & Video World. 9 (11); November 1992; 30-37.
Attempts to find out the impact of STAR TV on Indian Broadcasting.

Focusses on the influence of the foreign telecast on our culture especially in metro cities.

India Today. 17 (21); 1 November 1992; 22-25, 28, 31, 33, 35-36.
An assessment of growth of satellite TV in India.

RAKESH (K R) and KASHIWAP (Hima). Zee TV, bonanza for Bollywood, and TV junkies. Week. 10 (39); 20 September 1992; 8-10.
Attempts to find out the impact of Zee TV on Doordarshan.

RAO MOODABRI (Deepak). Cultural imperialism from the skies.
Outlooker. 53 (17); 15 August 1992; 4-5.
Wrote about the spreading reach of STAR TV in the country.

SAFI (Jamal). Meeting the challenge from skies. Tribune. 7 December 1992; 11.
Discusses how Doordarshan can meet the challenge from satellite TV.
SATELLITE TV

☑ SARDESAI (Rajdeep). "Wait and Zee." Times of India. 6 September 1992; 11.

Finds out what programmes will be offered by Zee TV, the Hindi channel of STAR TV.


Discusses the challenge that television is going to face due to the developments in satellite broadcasting.

☑ SONDHI (Krishan Lal). "Winning the big battle in the sky." Illustrated Weekly of India. 112 (32); 6 August 1992; 6-10.

Analyses how INSAT II A and INSAT II B could be used to fight the devastation caused by the STAR TV.


Explains what Doordarshan is trying to adapt to the changed situation in order to survive in the present scenario.

☑ THOMAS (T. J.) and HAMINE (Prashant). "Doordarshan plugged out." Pioneer. 11 October 1992; 1 (Magazine).

Discusses what Doordarshan is doing to counter the invasion from sky.

☑ THAKAR (Rach). "Death-knell of DD." Deccan Chronicle. 1 January 1992; 1,4.

Presents views of several media experts on the satellite TV.


Explains how the foreign broadcast via satellite has revolutionised the communication scene in India.
TELEVISION, SATELLITE, STAR (India)

HERALD (Imran). Switching Channels. TV & Video World. 9 (11); November 1992; 36-37.
Attempts to find out the impact of STAR TV on Indian Broadcasting.

VIDEO LIBRARY (India)

TRIPATHI (Praveen). Video libraries fight for TV & Video World. 9 (11); November 1992; 52-55.
A study relating to the impact of satellite television on video libraries in India.

DNC/DPD/IMG/60/SC
TELEVISION, SATELLITE


Focuses on the influence of satellite TV on viewers in India.

GROVER (Jill), et al. World at your home. The Telegraph. 29 September 1991; 4-10 (Magazine).

Wrote about the recent spread of cable TV and dish antenna which are fast undergoing a revolution in home entertainment.


Brief account of the programmes offered by the first four channels of the SSTR TV.


Discusses the implications of satellite television.

...14/-
SANGEET NATAK AKADEMY

GIrish KARNAD, "I am only an ornamental head". Speaks to

Girish Karnad, Chairman, Sangeet Natak Akademy, speaks on culture-related issues.

TELEVISION, CABLE (India)


Keeping in view the social-economic considerations in the country, outlines a policy for Cable TV operations.

TELEVISION NEWS (Third World Countries)

INTERNATIONAL TV news in the post cold war era: A third World perspective. Inter Medien. 19 (1); 1992; 22-23.

A seminar report prepared for the 1991 International Institute of Communications conference held in Singapore.

TELEVISION, SATELLITE (India)

BHANDARI (V.P). It's not so eek-zee! TV & Video World. 9 (11); November 1992; 31-36.

Assesses the prospects of new satellite channels like ATN and Zee TV.


An assessment of growth of satellite TV in India.
The fact is that various Government agencies, including Doordarshan and the Finance Ministry, have consistently given a special treatment to Roy causing uproar among a whole lot of other deprived producers and professionals.

Doordarshan is so overawed by Roy that it looks the other way when he changes the concept and the format of his 'The World This Week' at his own sweet will. Maybe because the rate of viewing of the programme, which Roy has been allowed to produce for five years, is steadily dwindling, national events have been introduced in the programme. Interview-based accounts of domestic events which do not go well with the programme as originally conceived are now produced in Roy's programme without let or hindrance.

The question raised by a large body of television producers who have no particular clout in the Government or Doordarshan is why not throw open its doors to more and more professionals before the monopoly of the Roys becomes unbreakable. And there are many who are only too willing to take up the challenge bringing Doordarshan more revenue and viewers an experience of freshness.

The Finance Ministry, in an effort to furnish its sagging image, asked IBA headed by Canara Bank chief J. V. Shetty in January 1993 to chalk out a programme for image-building. Some others were cursorily approached but Roy was chosen on the strength of his much-touted budget programmes. However, administrative action on the programme had to be postponed till the presentation of the Union Budget. The budget for the 13-episode serial finally chalked was to the tune of Rs 4 lakh per episode, working out to a total of Rs 50 lakh. Roy asked for an unusually hefty advance of Rs 20 lakh before starting work. And he was given that in the second week of April. After that things took a different turn. Roy told IBA board in May that the focus should not be on the banks. He wanted to shift it to the package of economic reforms.

The Ministry and IBA readily concurred. Two months have elapsed since. Neither the Ministry nor IBA knows what Roy is up to and when and where the programme will be televised. All they seem to know is that Roy will shoot some interviews in Bombay in August. IBA Chairman Shetty and Secretary Bakshi were not available for comment. In spite of repeated efforts, no response could be elicited from Roy's New Delhi Television.

The grouse of professional producers is that Roy gets what he asks for and others come to know about it all only much later. As one professional producer attached to a publishing house asks, "Why should the Government encourage a monopoly in Doordarshan?"

The fact is that various Government agencies, including Doordarshan and the Finance Ministry, have consistently given a special treatment to Roy causing uproar among a whole lot of other deprived producers and professionals.

Doordarshan is so overawed by Roy that it looks the other way when he changes the concept and the format of his 'The World This Week'. At his own sweet will. Maybe because the rate of viewing of the programme, which Roy has been allowed to produce for five years, is steadily dwindling, national events have been introduced in the programme. Interview-based accounts of domestic events which do not go well with the programme as originally conceived are now produced in Roy's programme without let or hindrance.

The question raised by a large body of television producers who have no particular clout in the Government or Doordarshan is why not throw open its doors to more and more professionals before the monopoly of the Roys becomes unbreakable. And there are many who are only too willing to take up the challenge bringing Doordarshan more revenue and viewers an experience of freshness.